Today’s readers are tomorrow’s leaders
San Gabriel Valley News thanks these major NIE sponsors for investing in our students.

PLATINUM SPONSORS

PHILLIPS, FRACOR. & COMPANY
WWW.PHILLIPSFRACOR.COM
PHILLIPS, FRACOR, & CO. LLC
Pasadena

GOLD SPONSORS

John K. Sudick, D.D.S., Brian Choi, D.M.D.
www.whittiercentraloffice.com
Whittier

Derek R. Rice, O.D. and Associates
Whittier

nêktêr
JUICE BAR
Whittier

West Whittier Paint Co.
Whittier

STEREOTHEKISTEK
Whittier

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY WATER COMPANY
El Monte

Silver Sponsors

Active Electric Company Inc ………… Whittier
Boys & Girls Club ……………………. Pasadena
Castle Green …………………………. Pasadena
FNM Partners ……………………….. Pasadena
Home Instead Senior Care …………. Whittier

Old Pasadena Courtyard by Marriott … Pasadena
Pie N Burger ………………………… Pasadena
PIH Health ………………………….. Whittier
Vincent Dudziak
Oak Tree Home Loans ……………… Pasadena

Bronze Sponsors

April Blooms – Pasadena
House of Printing – Pasadena

Micro Trends of Pasadena Inc – Pasadena
Whittier Historical Society and Museum – Whittier

To learn how you or your company can support classroom learning by becoming a Newspaper In Education sponsor, visit www.socalnie.com